TRENDS IN ODA: MORE THAN MEETS THE EYE

DAC AID ROSE!
30% FROM 2006 TO 2016

WHY NOT? Because the share of DAC countries’ spending on development directly in partner countries continues to decline.

58% of ODA in 2009
47% of ODA in 2016

At the same time:
- Humanitarian aid from DAC countries has doubled since 2006
- In-donor refugee costs have tripled since 2013

ODA RECEIVED BY COUNTRIES MOST IN NEED: A MIXED PICTURE

Combined flows from DAC countries and multilateral providers to:
- Sub-Saharan Africa: stable (0% growth)
- Fragile contexts: 8% increase
- Small island developing states (excluding debt): 19% decrease

Time period: 2011-2016

COLLECTIVELY, DONORS MUST DOUBLE THEIR EFFORTS

ODA/GNI 0.31% (2017)  ODA/GNI TO LDCs 0.09% (2016)  TARGET 0.70%  TARGET 0.15–0.20%

IT CAN BE DONE!
- Denmark, Luxembourg, Norway, Sweden, Turkey, United Arab Emirates and the United Kingdom all reached or exceeded the 0.7% target in 2017.
- Other providers committed to scale up their efforts e.g. France, Italy, Korea, Switzerland.

ACTION NOW! LET’S REACH OUR TARGETS

#2018DCR @OECDdev